
University of Puget Sound 
Faculty Meeting Minutes 

May 1, 2007 
 
1. President Thomas called the meeting to order at 4:03 p.m. in McIntyre 103.  Thirty-three 
voting members of the faculty were present by 4:15 p.m. 
 
2. We approved the minutes of the April 17, 2007 faculty meeting as posted. 
 
3. There were no announcements. 
 
4. President Thomas offered words of encouragement as we worked toward the end of the 
semester and he thanked us for our “good work with students.”  He said that administrative 
officers were preparing for the upcoming trustee meetings and for commencement weekend 
activities.  He said he was delighted by this year’s impressive group of honorary degree 
recipients.  Trustees will focus on the results of the feasibility study for the comprehensive 
capital campaign and on the plan for parental and alumni volunteers.  He pointed out that the 
two items are interrelated, each to serve in support of the other. 
 
President Thomas reported that occupational therapy and physical therapy enrollment 
numbers are strong for fall 2007.  Master of Arts in Teaching enrollments are more 
challenging.  Freshman numbers are now solid, with good academic and diversity profiles.  
He said that as students apply to more and more colleges, deposits and commitments come 
later and later in the season.  After a slow season initially, the numbers have picked up and 
we are on track. 
 
5. Academic Vice President Kristine Bartanen gave no report. 
 
6. Faculty Senate Chair Barry Anton congratulated Professor Douglas Cannon for his recent 
election to be chair of the Faculty Senate for the next two years.  He congratulated Suzanne 
Holland, Richard Anderson-Connolly, and Stacey Weiss for their election as faculty senators.  
Anton commended John Finney for his service as faculty secretary.  He pointed out that 
Finney is retiring on May 18, 2007 and that someone will need to perform secretarial duties 
during the summer.  After a bit of back and forth we decided to take this matter up later in 
the meeting under “New Business.” 
 
President Thomas thanked Barry Anton, also retiring at the end of this year, for his service as 
Faculty Senate chair. 
 
7. We turned to the second reading, discussion, and vote on proposed amendment to sections 
6 and 7 of chapter III of the Faculty Code.   
 
Doug Cannon M/S/P “to strike the current language in Chapter III, sections 6 and 7 of 
the Faculty Code, and to substitute the language in the previously submitted document 
(see attached) in its place.  Adoption of this amendment shall authorize the modification 



of the Code citations so as to bring those citations into conformity with changes in the 
Code occasioned by the adoption of this amendment.” 
 
Cannon summarized the proposal, reiterating briefly the points he made at the April 17, 2007 
faculty meeting when the proposal had its first reading (see also the attached summary 
statement). 
 
Bill Haltom urged us to approve the motion.  He gave as evidence that we should do so the 
fact that, “as the canary in the coal mine, I am still alive.”   
 
The motion was approved on a voice vote. 
 
8. We turned to the second reading, discussion, and vote on proposal to revise Article IV, 
Sec. 6 of the Faculty Bylaws as follows: 
 
 Bylaws, Article IV, Sec. 6., Procedure for Election of Senators 
 

D. Nomination and Balloting Procedure 
1. Move to make the following change to clause (c): 
The Secretary shall list all nominees in alphabetical order and mail make available a ballot to each 
member of the instructional staff eligible to vote. One week shall be allowed for the return of the 
ballots. Nominees and ongoing members of the Senate shall be identified by name and academic 
department on the election ballots. 
 
2. Move to replace (h) with the following: 
The Faculty Senate shall establish a system of voting that is reasonably secure against fraud and 
ensures a secret ballot. 
 
Old language: 
h. Envelopes shall be provided in which to return the ballots to the Secretary. The voting member must 
sign the envelope in order for the ballot to be counted. The ballots and envelopes shall be separated 
before counting begins in order to preserve the secret ballot. 
 

Anton M/S/P “that we accept these bylaws changes.”  Anton explained that these items 
constitute minor corrections to the bylaws.  He added that yesterday the Faculty Senate 
discussed the bylaws section on voting and decided to do a comprehensive review of that 
section next year.  Richard Anderson-Connolly urged us to approve the motion, saying that 
by doing so we would bring bylaws language into conformity with current voting procedures. 
 
The motion passed on a unanimous voice vote. 
 
Hans Ostrom nominated David Droge to be interim faculty secretary.  Droge accepted the 
nomination on the understanding that the interim secretary serves only until the first fall 
meeting at which next year’s secretary will be elected.  Summer secretarial duties are to 
establish the schedule of 2007-2008 faculty meetings in consultation with the President and 
with the Faculty Senate Chair, to solicit agenda items for the first fall meeting, and to issue 
the agenda for the first fall meeting.  There were no further nominations.  Droge was elected 
interim faculty secretary by acclamation. 
 



We adjourned at 4:23 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
 
John M. Finney 
Secretary of the Faculty 



Summary of changes to the Code created by the proposed amendment to Ch. III, Sections 6 
and 7, concerning procedures for appeals and hearings. 

April 9, 2007 
 

The Motion: 
 
The Professional Standards Committee proposes an amendment to the Faculty 
Code to strike the current language in Chapter III, sections 6 and 7, and to 
substitute the language in the previously submitted document in its place. 
 
Adoption of this amendment shall authorize the modification of the Code 
citations so as to bring those citations into conformity with changes in the 
Code occasioned by the adoption of this amendment. 
 
 

Overview of Substantive Changes: 
 
(1) Language concerning the function of a hearing board is brought forward from later text 

(namely, section 7.e) to the preamble of s. 6. 
 
(2) The respondent on behalf of the department, school, or program, is designated and 

responsibilities of the respondent are clarified. 
 
(3) The time-line for a response is adjusted. 
 
(4) The hearing board roster is expanded to include the full faculty less exemptions for 

conflict of interest and absence of consent.  The chance of a tied hearing board is 
reduced. 

 
(5) A repair is made to the current confused language about the path taken by the file after an 

appeal is concluded.  
 
Background: 
 
Since the implementation of major revisions to the Code in 2002, many questions have been 
raised regarding the hearing board/appeals process that is described in Ch. III, sections 6 and 7.  
Most of these questions reflect logical differences between levels of appeals 
(department/school/program versus Advancement Committee) that were not considered when the 
two separate levels were created.   
 
Rather than develop a complex set of piecemeal amendments and interpretations, the  2005-06 
PSC, with some input from the Faculty Senate, proposed a comprehensive revision of Ch. III, 
sections 6 and 7.  The first reading of the amendment occurred at the Faculty Meeting on 
October 24, 2005.  Amendments to the amendment were proposed, discussed, and voted on at 
subsequent meetings (12/6/05, 1/31/06, 3/6/06), but the revision as a whole was never acted 
upon. This new revision attempts to capture the sentiment of those prior meetings by 
sidestepping those issues that seemed controversial in favor of correcting the problems that 
still exist in these sections. Left unchanged are (1) the clause concerning confidentiality of the 
proceedings of a hearing board; (2) the authority and continued existence of a hearing board after 



it has made its report; and (3) the question whether under the prevailing procedure (which 
provides for formal appeals at two levels) the process begins anew after a successful appeal, 
thereby permitting multiple appeals at the same level. 
 
 
Substantive Changes by Sections: 
 
 
Section 6.a. has been reorganized to clarify differences between appeals at the two levels.  

Changes in content attempt to clarify grounds for appeals at the two levels (i.e., the 
department/school/program or the FAC), to define the identity of respondents at each 
level, and to specify processes by which respondents and dissenters formulate and 
transmit information.  The revision also calls for the PSC chair, rather than the appellant, 
to deliver the list of alleged violations.   

 
Section 6.b. includes changes to allow for a larger hearing board roster now that there can be 
 appeals at two stages in the evaluation process.  Also new is the exclusion of PSC 
 members from the hearing board roster. 
 
Section 6.c. includes more detail and some logistical changes to clarify processes used to form 

hearing boards and to allow for selection of three rather than one alternate.  The section 
also bars individuals from serving on hearing boards at both levels for the same appellant. 
Additionally, the new language codifies the current practice of having  the PSC chair or 
designate attend the first hearing board meeting.  New language specifies that a new 
board is selected to conduct the hearing if any member resigns. 

 
Section 6.d. has been revised to codify the current practice that the appellant and respondent are 

not present during the hearing board’s discussion of probable cause.  The changes also 
specify the appropriate recipients of reports regarding probable cause at each level and 
indicate that all appeal materials, including a hearing board decision regarding absence of 
probable cause, should be included in the file before it moves on.  The new language also 
indicates that the chairpersons of the Faculty Senate and Professional Standards should be 
notified regarding the decision about probable cause, so that someone in an official 
capacity is kept apprised of the status of the process. The correct pathway for an 
evaluation file at each level is specified. 

 
Section 7 attempts to clarify the format of the hearing and the sequence and purpose of hearing 

board activities following a hearing, to specify who may and may not attend the hearing, 
and to describe processes through which dissenting opinions may be transmitted.   

 
Sections 7. j. and k. specify parallel processes at the different levels if the hearing board finds 

that the code has been violated.  Specifically, for appeals at the department, school, or 
program level, the hearing board has the option of either forwarding the file on to the 
FAC, or referring the matter back to the department, school, or program for correction of 
deficiencies.  For appeals of FAC evaluations, the hearing board has the option of either 
forwarding the file on to the President, or referring the matter back to the FAC for 
correction of deficiencies.   

 
Sections 7. l. specifies the correct pathway for an evaluation file at each level. 



 
Section 7.m. clarifies which written materials from an appeal are added to the file and 

transmitted to the dean for retention.  A new statement also indicates that the 
chairpersons of the Faculty Senate and PSC should be notified when the hearing board 
completes its work. 
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Section 6 – Procedure for an Appeal
 
An  evaluee may allege that there have been violations of the code during the 
evaluation process. A duly-constituted hearing board shall determine whether such 
violations have, in fact, occurred.  Unless otherwise stated, the provisions of this 
section apply to all appeals authorized in Chapter III, Section 4. 
 

Section 6 - Procedure for an Appeal 

Unless otherwise provided, the provisions of this section apply to all appeals 
authorized in Chapter III, Section 4. 

 

a. Initiation of an Appeal: 
 

(1) An evaluee may initiate a formal appeal at two stages in the evaluation 
process: 

 
(a) After the evaluation by the department, school, or program. 
 
(b) After the evaluation by the Advancement Committee. 

 
(2) Grounds and deadlines for formal appeals: 
 

(a) A formal appeal of the evaluation conducted by the department, 
school, or program is limited to issues affecting fairness, 
completeness, or adequacy of consideration by the department, 
school, or program in conducting the evaluation.  The appeal must 
be initiated within ten (10) working days after the evaluee has 
completed reviewing the evaluation file that the department, school, 
or program forwarded to the dean and the Advancement Committee 
(Chapter III, Section 4.b). 

 
(b) A formal appeal of the evaluation conducted by the Advancement 

Committee is limited to questions of fairness, completeness, or 
adequacy of consideration by the Advancement Committee in 
conducting the evaluation.  It may not raise questions about the 
evaluation at the departmental level unless the questions pertain to 
duties of the Advancement Committee specified in the code.  The 
appeal must be initiated by the evaluee within five (5) working days 
after receiving the Advancement Committee’s recommendation 
(Chapter III, Section 4.c.(6)). 

 
(3) To initiate a formal appeal, the evaluee must submit a list specifying 

alleged violations of the code to the chairperson of the Professional 
Standards Committee within the time limits specified above. 

 
(4) Upon receipt  the chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee 

shall provide a copy of the list of alleged code violations to the 
department, school, or program (if the evaluee is appealing its evaluation) 
or to the Advancement Committee (if the evaluee is appealing its 
evaluation).  

a. Initiation of an Appeal:  
(1) The evaluee must submit a list specifying alleged violations of the code to 

the chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee within the time 
limits provided in section 4.b.(4) or 4.c.(6), whichever is applicable.  

(2) At the time the list of alleged violations is submitted to the chairperson of 
the Professional Standards Committee, the evaluee must provide a copy of 
the list of alleged violations to either the department, school, or program or 
the Advancement Committee as appropriate to the violations specified. The 
chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee shall confirm with 
respondent(s) their timely receipt of the list of alleged violations.  

(3) Any response(s) from the department, school, or program; the Advancement 
Committee; or the president shall be submitted to the chairperson of the 
Professional Standards Committee within ten (10) working days of the 
respondent(s)' receipt of the list of alleged violations. The chairperson of the 
Professional Standards Committee and the chair of the hearing board may 
grant an extension for submission of a response if a respondent demonstrates 
that s/he was unable to take receipt of the list of alleged violations at the 
time they were provided by the evaluee due to circumstances beyond his or 
her control. Any respondent(s) who respond(s) must provide the evaluee 
with a copy of the response.  

(4) The chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee shall transmit the 
list of alleged violations to the chairperson of the hearing board as soon as 
that person is elected.  
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(5) Response to an appeal: 
 

(a) In a formal appeal of an evaluation conducted by a department, 
school, or program, the head officer (or the person performing the 
functions of the head officer in the evaluation, as provided by 
Chapter III, section 4.a (3)(a)) will serve as the respondent for the 
department, school, or program.  If the head officer (or the person 
performing the functions of the head officer in the evaluation) is 
unable to so serve, the other members of the department, school, or 
program will select a person to serve as the respondent. 

 
(b) In an appeal of an evaluation conducted by the Advancement 

Committee, the Advancement Committee will designate one of its 
members as the respondent. 

 
(c) Any response from the department, school, or program to an appeal 

shall be submitted in writing to the chairperson of the Professional 
Standards Committee within ten (10) working days of the receipt of 
the list of alleged code violations.  In formulating this response, the 
respondent (as defined above) shall consult with the members of the 
department, school, or program who participated in the evaluation 
conducted by the department, school, or program.  The document 
shall represent the response of the department, school, or program, 
and not the personal response of the respondent.  Any member of the 
department, school, or program who participated in the evaluation 
and who dissents from the departmental response may submit a 
written dissent, which shall be provided to the respondent to 
forward, along with the response of the department, school, or 
program, to the chairperson of the Professional Standards 
Committee.  The chairperson of the Professional Standards 
Committee shall transmit the response and any dissent to the 
appellant and to the hearing board. 

 
(d) Any response to an appeal from the Advancement Committee and 

any dissent to that response shall be submitted in writing to the 
chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee within ten (10) 
working days of the receipt of the list of alleged code violations.  
The chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee shall 
transmit the response and any dissent to the appellant and to the 
hearing board. 

 
(e) an extension for submission of a response or a dissent from either a 

department, school, or program or the Advancement Committee may 
be granted if a respondent or a dissenter demonstrates that he or she 
was unable, due to circumstances beyond his or her control, to 
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complete the response or dissent within the ten (10) working day 
limit. The chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee and 
the chairperson of the hearing board must both concur that the 
extension is warranted.  

 
 
b. Hearing Board Roster:  A hearing board roster will be established annually by 

the Faculty Senate executive officers.  The hearing board roster will consist of 
all tenured members of the faculty, subject to their consent and to the following 
exclusions.  The chairperson of the Faculty Senate, members of the Faculty 
Advancement Committee, and members of the Professional Standards 
Committee are excluded from the hearing board roster.  Faculty members who 
are on leave are excluded from service on a hearing board. 

 

b. Hearing Board Roster: A hearing board roster will be established annually by the 
Faculty Senate executive officers. The Board will consist of 42 tenured faculty 
members selected at random, subject to their consent.  
(1) Members will serve staggered three-year terms with 14 members selected 

each year.  
(2) Faculty who are on leave remain on the roster but are not considered for 

service on a hearing board. However, members who go on leave in the third 
year of their term or members who resign from the roster will be replaced for 
full three-year terms using the process described above.  

(3) If a faculty member is selected to the Advancement Committee during a 
term of service on the hearing board roster, s/he will be replaced for a full 
three-year term using the process described above.  

c. Formation of a Hearing Board:  Upon receipt of the list of alleged code 
violations, the chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee shall meet 
with the chairperson of the Faculty Senate, the appellant, and the respondent 
within five (5) working days to form a hearing board composed of five (5) 
members from the hearing board roster. 

 
(1) Excluded from the hearing board will be members of the appellant’s 

department, school, or program, and all others with direct interest in the 
matter as determined by the chairperson of the Professional Standards 
Committee and the chairperson of the Faculty Senate (or by a designated 
member of the appropriate body if its chairperson may be affected by the 
exclusion principle noted above).  If either chairperson (or designee) votes 
for elimination, the faculty member is not selected to the hearing board. 

 
(2) Excluded from selection are members of the hearing board roster in 

current service on another hearing board. 
 
(3) If in the same evaluation process an evaluee appeals the evaluation 

conducted by the department, school, or program and the evaluation 
conducted by the Advancement Committee, faculty members who served 
on the first hearing board are excluded from service on the second hearing 
board. 

 
(4) The following process shall be used to constitute a hearing board: 
 

(a) The chairpersons of the Faculty Senate and the Professional 
Standards Committee shall jointly select eight names at random 

c. Formation of a Hearing Board: Upon receipt of the list of alleged violations 
(Section 5.a(2)), the chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee shall 
form within five (5) working days a hearing board composed of five (5) members 
from the hearing board roster.  
(1) Excluded from the hearing board will be members of the appellant's 

department and all others with direct interest in the matter as determined 
jointly by the chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee and 
chairperson of the Faculty Senate (or a designated member of the above 
mentioned bodies if the chairperson(s) may be affected by the exclusion 
principle). If either of the chairpersons or designees votes for elimination, 
the faculty member is not selected.  

(2) Also exempt from selection are members of the hearing board roster in 
current service on a hearing board.  

(3) The following process shall be used to constitute a hearing board:  
(a) Six names shall be selected at random by the chairperson of the Faculty 

Senate and the chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee 
from those names remaining on the hearing board roster after the 
exclusions noted in paragraphs (1) and (2) have been taken into account.  

(b) The parties may then challenge any name on the list on account of 
interest or bias. The order of challenge shall be determined by lot, with 
each side alternating. Challenges on account of interest or bias shall be 
ruled upon jointly by the chairperson of the Professional Standards 
Committee and the chairperson of the Faculty Senate. If either votes for 
elimination, the person is eliminated, and an additional name is selected 
from the hearing board roster.  

(c) The parties may then exercise no more than two challenges against the 
six names remaining on the list without stating cause. If any person is 
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from those names remaining on the hearing board roster after the 
exclusions noted above have been taken into account. 

 
(b) The appellant and the respondent may then challenge any name on 

the list of eight on account of interest or bias. Who may challenge 
first shall be determined by lot, with each side alternating thereafter.  
Challenges on account of interest or bias shall be ruled upon jointly 
by the chairperson (or designee) of the Professional Standards 
Committee and the chairperson (or designee) of the Faculty Senate.  
If either votes for elimination, the faculty member is eliminated, and 
an additional name is selected from the hearing board roster.  The 
additional name may also be challenged on account of interest or 
bias. 

 
(c) The appellant and the respondent may then exercise no more than 

two challenges each against the eight names remaining on the list 
without stating cause.  If any person is eliminated, an additional 
name shall be selected from the hearing board roster.  The additional 
name may be challenged on account of interest or bias.  The 
appellant or the respondent may also challenge the additional name 
without stating cause, until the two permitted challenges without 
stating cause have been exercised. 

 
(d) The first five faculty members selected to the list shall constitute the 

hearing board.  The sixth, seventh, and eighth named faculty 
members will stand, in that order, as alternates.  Alternates will not 
participate in the appeal unless one or more of the five hearing board 
members cannot serve from the beginning of the hearing board 
process. 

 
(5) The normal presumption is that the faculty members will serve on a 

hearing board to which they are selected.  The chairperson of the Faculty 
Senate and the chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee may, 
if both agree, exclude a faculty member from service based on a self-
disclosed conflict of interest, hardship, or other good cause shown. 

 
(6) In the event that any member of a hearing board is unable to complete 

service after the hearing board process has begun, a new hearing board 
shall be formed, using the process outlined above, to conduct the hearing 

(7) The hearing board shall hold its first meeting within five (5) working days 
of its selection and shall elect a chairperson.  At this initial meeting the 
hearing board shall also elect a secretary to record the actions of the 
hearing board.  The chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee 
or designee shall attend this initial meeting and shall give the appellant’s 
list of alleged code violations to the chairperson of the hearing board as 
soon as that person is elected. 

eliminated, an additional name shall be selected from the hearing board 
roster.  

(d) The first five faculty members selected to the list shall constitute the 
hearing board. The sixth named faculty member will stand as an 
alternate. This faculty member will not participate in the appeal unless 
one of the five hearing board members is unable to serve from the 
beginning of the hearing board process (Section 5.c(6) below).  

(4) The normal presumption is that faculty members will serve on a hearing 
board to which they are selected. The chairperson of the Faculty Senate and 
the chairperson of the Professional Standards Committee may, if both agree, 
exempt a faculty member from service based on (1) a self-disclosed conflict 
of interest, (2) hardship, (3) other good cause shown.  

(5) In the event that one member is unable to complete service after the hearing 
board process has begun, the hearing board shall continue with four 
members if the appellant and the university representative agree. If either 
party objects, a new hearing board will be formed. If more than one member 
is unable to complete service, a new hearing board will be formed using the 
process outlined in Section c above.  

(6) The hearing board shall hold its first meeting within five (5) working days of 
its selection and shall elect a chairperson. The board shall also select a 
secretary to record the actions of the board.  
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(8) No person involved in the hearing shall make public statements, directly or 

indirectly, about matters presented in the hearing. 
 

(Exact wording from Section 7, i. below.) 

d. Determination of Probable Cause: 
 

(1) The hearing board shall meet without the presence of the appellant and 
respondent in order to determine whether there exists probable cause for 
an appeal.  In making that determination, the hearing board shall review 
the appellant’s list of alleged code violations, the respondent’s response, 
and any dissents, and shall have access to all files and records involved in 
the evaluation process. 

 
(2) Within ten (10) working days of receipt of the respondent’s response and 

any dissents, the hearing board shall determine, based on its review of the 
written materials, whether or not there exists probable cause for an appeal 
and shall so notify the appellant, the respondent, the dean, and the 
chairpersons of the Faculty Senate and the Professional Standards 
Committee of the decision. 

 
 
(3) If two (2) or more members of the hearing board determine that probable 

cause for an appeal exists, a hearing shall be held by the hearing board 
pursuant to Chapter III, Section 7. 

 
(4) If the hearing board determines that probable cause for an appeal does not 

exist, the hearing board’s written determination of no probable cause shall 
be included in the evaluation file, along with the appellant’s list of alleged 
code violations, the respondent’s response, and any dissents.  The 
evaluation file, with these items included, then moves to the next stage of 
the evaluation process. 

 
 

d. Determination of Probable Cause:  
(1) The board shall have access to all files and records involved in the 

evaluation process together with a list of violations alleged by the evaluee 
and any responses by the department, school, or program or the 
Advancement Committee.  

(2) Within ten (10) working days of receipt of any and all responses under 
Section 5.a(3), the hearing board shall determine whether, based on the 
record and the allegations of violations, there exists probable cause for an 
appeal.  

(3) If the hearing board decides that probable cause for an appeal does not exist, 
it shall so notify the appellant and the president, at which time the president 
will forward the recommendations and evaluation materials to the Board of 
Trustees as specified in Section 4.e.(4).  

(4) If two (2) or more members of the hearing board determine that probable 
cause for an appeal exists, a hearing will be held by the hearing board 
pursuant to Chapter III, Section 6.  

 

Section 7 – Procedure for a Hearing
 
a. A hearing may extend over more than one meeting of a hearing board.  The 

appellant and the respondent may be present at all meetings of a hearing.  The 
respondent may be assisted at a hearing by legal counsel or by non-lawyer 
counsel.  The appellant may also be assisted by an academic colleague and acted 
for by legal or non-lawyer counsel chosen by the faculty member. 

 
b. Hearings shall not be open to the public.  The only persons present shall be those 

persons whose presence is allowed by the sections of this chapter pertaining to 
appeals and hearings.  However, at the request of either the appellant or 
respondent, and subject to the concurrence of the hearing board, a representative 
of an educational association or other appropriate association shall be allowed to 

Section 7 - Procedure for a Hearing 

a. The chairperson of the board shall preside and shall handle administrative duties, 
such as giving notices and speaking for the committee. He or she shall rule on 
matters of procedure and evidence, subject to being overruled by a majority of 
the committee.  

b. In proceedings before the board, the respondent shall be represented by a person 
or persons designated by the president or the dean. The appellant may attend all 
hearings in person and may be assisted by an academic advisor and acted for by 
lawyer or non-lawyer counsel chosen by the faculty member.  

c. Hearings shall not be open to the public, and the only persons present shall be 
those persons whose presence is allowed by these sections of this chapter 
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observe a hearing. 
 
c. In all cases, the university shall make an electronic record of a hearing.  If 

requested by the appellant or respondent, the university shall provide a copy of 
the electronic record or a verbatim transcript of the hearing paid for by the 
requesting party.  The electronic record made of a hearing shall be retained by 
the university for six years after the hearing board makes its report. 

 
d. The chairperson of the hearing board shall preside at a hearing and shall handle 

administrative duties, such as giving notices and speaking for the hearing board.  
He or she shall rule on matters of procedure and evidence, subject to being 
overruled by a majority of the hearing board. 

 
e. The hearsay rule or other exclusionary rules of evidence used in courts of law 

shall not apply. 
 

f. The hearing board shall confine its review and its judgments to the stage of 
evaluation that is under appeal.  The evidence on review in a hearing shall be 
substantially confined to the written record on which the department, school, or 
program or the Advancement Committee made its decision.  This evidence 
should not be significantly expanded at the hearing by the admission of 
testimony and information not previously considered by the department, school, 
or program or by the Advancement Committee.  The appellant or the respondent 
may offer to present additional evidence deemed relevant, and the hearing board 
at its discretion may hear or decline to hear such additional evidence.  If 
witnesses testify, they may be cross-examined by the opposing party.  Witnesses 
may be permitted to testify by signed written statements if, in the hearing 
board’s judgment, that is the most feasible way of presenting their evidence and 
if the opposing party is not substantially prejudiced by the lack of opportunity to 
cross-examine.  The hearing board shall have no duty to seek or to present 
evidence but may do so if, in its judgment, justice requires it. 

 
g. Insofar as practicable, each party shall assist the other in obtaining witnesses and 

evidence when the party’s assistance is necessary or helpful.  Each party shall 
make specifically requested and relevant documents or other tangible evidence 
in its possession available, where possible, to the other party for presentation to 
the hearing board. 
 

pertaining to the appeal. However, at the request of either party, a representative 
of an educational association or other appropriate association shall be allowed to 
observe hearings with the concurrence of the board.  

d. In all cases, the university shall provide an electronic record and, if requested by 
either party, a verbatim transcript of the proceedings paid for by the requesting 
party. Records made of the hearings shall be retained by the university for six 
years after the committee makes its report.  

e. The function of the hearing board shall be to determine whether there have been 
violations of the code, as alleged by the appellant.  

f. The evidence on review shall be substantially confined to the written record that 
has been compiled in the evaluee's file through the point at which the review 
occurs. This is the material upon which the decision has been made to this point, 
and it should not be significantly expanded at the hearing by the admission of 
testimony and information not previously considered. Parties may offer to 
present additional evidence that they deem relevant and the hearing board in its 
discretion may hear or decline to hear such additional evidence. The hearing 
board shall base its decision preponderantly upon the written record on which the 
matter has earlier been decided by the department or school or the Advancement 
Committee, confining its review and its judgments to the stage of evaluation that 
is under appeal. If witnesses testify, they may be cross-examined by other parties 
present. Testimony of witnesses by signed written statements may be allowed if, 
in the Board's discretion, that is the most feasible way of presenting their 
evidence and if the opposing party is not substantially prejudiced by lack of the 
ability to cross examine. The board shall have no duty to seek or to present 
evidence but may do so if, in its judgment, justice requires.  

g. The hearsay rule or the other exclusionary rules of evidence used in courts of law 
shall not apply.  

h. Insofar as practicable, each party shall assist the other in obtaining witnesses and 
evidence when the party's assistance is necessary or helpful. Each party shall 
make specifically requested and relevant documents or other tangible evidence in 
its possession available to the other for presentation to the Board.  

i. No person involved in the hearing shall make public statements, directly or 
indirectly, about matters presented in the hearing.  

 

h. After completion of a hearing, the hearing board shall meet to deliberate and 
come to a decision.  Deliberative meetings shall be conducted without the 
appellant and respondent present and without making an electronic record.  The 
decision of the hearing board will be limited to questions of the fairness, 
completeness, or adequacy of consideration in the evaluation conducted by the 
department, school, or program or by the Advancement Committee.  The 
decision shall be based on whether the evidence in the written record and the 
evidence received during the appeal process and the hearing clearly show that 

j. Within ten (10) working days after completion of the hearing, the Board shall 
make its decision. The decision shall be based on whether the evidence in the 
record and that received at the hearing clearly shows that there have been 
violations of the code as alleged by the appellant. The decision of the hearing 
board will be limited to issues affecting the fairness, completeness, and adequacy 
of consideration of the evaluee.  

k. The decision of the majority of the hearing board, and any dissent, shall be 
transmitted in writing to all parties to the appeal. That decision may include a 
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there have been violations of the code as alleged by the appellant. 
 
. i. Within ten (10) working days after completion of a hearing, the hearing 

board shall render its decision about whether violations of the code, as 
alleged by the appellant, have occurred.  The decision of the majority of the 
hearing board and any dissent by a minority of the hearing board shall be 
transmitted in writing to the appellant, the respondent, and the dean.  The 
hearing board’s decision, any dissents, and any exhibits received in the 
hearing, along with the appellant’s list of alleged code violations, the 
respondent’s response, and any dissents by members of the department, 
school, or program or by members of the Advancement Committee, are 
added to the evaluation file. 

 
j. If a hearing board determines that the code has been violated as alleged by 

the appellant in an appeal of the department, school, or program, the hearing 
board’s decision may include a direction that the matter be returned to the 
department, school, or program for correction of deficiencies. 

 
k. If a hearing board determines that the code has been violated as alleged by 

the appellant in an appeal of the evaluation by the Advancement Committee, 
the hearing board’s decision may include a direction that the matter be 
returned to the Advancement Committee for correction of deficiencies. 

 
l. If a hearing board does not find that the code has been violated as alleged by 

the appellant or, even though it finds code violations, does not direct that the 
file be returned to an earlier stage, then the file moves forward to the next 
stage of the evaluation process. 

 
m. The chairperson of the hearing board shall deliver to the dean in a sealed 

envelope the electronic record of the hearing and copies of the hearing 
board’s majority decision, any minority dissents, any exhibits received in 
the hearing, the appellant’s list of alleged code violations, the respondent’s 
response, and any dissents by members of the department, school, or 
program or by members of the Advancement Committee.  The dean shall 
retain these materials for six years after the hearing board makes its report.  
After a hearing board has rendered its decision and transmitted its reports, 
the chairperson of the hearing board shall notify the chairpersons of the 
Faculty Senate and the Professional Standards Committee. 

 
 

direction that the matter be returned to the department or Advancement 
Committee for correction of deficiencies.   

l  The board chair will enclose in a sealed envelop the exhibits received in the hearing 
and the electronic record and deliver the envelop to the dean for the preparation of 
transcripts or retention as required in Section 6.d.  

 

The faculty also voted to include the following statement in the motion:    
 
Adoption of this amendment shall authorize the modification of the Code citations so 
as to bring those citations into conformity with changes in the Code occasioned by 
the adoption of this amendment. 
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